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An act of aggression against Socialist Albania

THE WEEK

IN Zimbabwe, police fired into a
crowd of striking mine workers
ON JULY 29, 1978, the Central Committee of the Party of Labour and
with Chinese :. ..::t~.
killing four blacks and injuring five
the Government of Albania sent a letter to the Central Committee of the
Differences and misunderstandings can arise among va~ous parties at the country's largest copper
Communist Party and the Government of China. The letter denounced
and states , even when they have relations of close friendsh1p. No matter mine. Police opened fire early on
the cessation of aid and loans to socialist Albania and rejected the at which side is to blame, the cl earing up of such differences calls for
the second day of a strike by attempts made in the Chinese r..linistry of Foreign Affairs' note of July 7, negotiation, and all the more should this principle apply to socialist
most the entire 1700 black work1978, to blame the unilateral breaking off of all trading agreements and countries and communist parties. On a number of occasions the Party
force at the Mangula mine, owned
the withdrawal of Chinese specialists on Albanian ingratitude and saba - of Labour of Albani.a .has followe.d the correct policy of constructiv,e
by the South Africa-based Messina
tage of economic and military coope.ration between the two countries.
and comradely crillc1sm when dtfferences arose with the Commumst
Trn.nsva al Development Company.
In the Chinese note, China's aid to Albania is presented as the deci- Party of China.
Is there no limit to the crimes of
sive factor in Albania's development. But the decisive factor has in
In all such cases, the Albanian Party put forward its criticisms In
the Smith regime?
fact been the resolute, persistent and heroic work and struggle of the
a frank and fraternal manner, while maintaining outwardly, as far as
Albanian people, under the leadership of the Party of Labour of Albania, the enemies of socialism were concerned, a position of complete
• .. .. .. * ..
for the construction of socialism according to the Leninist principle of
solidarity . In the period leading up to the sudden cessation of aid, the
self reliance.
Chinese leadership refused ~ategorically to enter into any consultation
The Albanian letter points out that the people of Albania, their Party with Albanians whatsoever.
NEARLY two years ago, THE
and Government, have always fought for the strengthening of friendship,
The letter reminds the world that once the Communist Party of
WORKER carried an article ref rate rna! cooperation and mutual aid between Albania and China. They
China was against Tito and the Yugoslav brand of capitulation, under the porting on the destruction of the
have always appreciated China's aid, considering it an expression of
name of a new kind of 'socialism', to capitalism . Now the Chinese
British shoe industry, pointing to
the Chinese people's internationalism, from one socialist country to
leadership makes a pilgrimage to the shrine of anti-Marxist "selfthe activity of the British Shoe
another, serving the general cause of revolution and socialism in the
management socialism" just as Khruschev did back in 1955. Tito's
Corporation- owners of True
world. At the same time, Albania has never considered its friendship
Yugoslavia has not changed. It is still the premier revisionist country Form, Freeman Hardy Willis,
with the people of any country as a means of economic profit and it has
of Europe, the birthplace of Eurocommunism and the first member of
Manfield, Dolcis, Saxone and
permitted nobody to regard economic aid as an investment by which
the socialist bloc to sell out to US imperialism . Who then has ch~ed! Lilley and Skinner. It pointed out
views can be imposed from outside.
The Party of Labour of Albania sternly w9.rns the Chinese leadership that the BSC was profiting from
Vlhen the Party of Labour of Albania defended the Communist Party
"Your uniting with Tito now and the suspicious alliances you are trying destruction by importing cheap
of China from the revisionist attacks of Khruschev at the Bucharest and to piece together in the Balkans pose a great danger to the peoples of
(£2. 90 a shoe on average) nnd
Moscow meetings of 1960, it was not to obtain some factories and trac - this peninsula, to the Yugoslav , Albanian, Greek, Turkish and other
selling dear (£7. 99). We all know
tors in return; when Albania for many years defended against all the
peoples ... Therefore, the peoples of the world must be vigilant toward: how much prices have gone up
plots of the US imperialists the rights of People's China in the UN, it
the Chinese intrigues in this region."
since then. Now, when a record
was not out of material interest; when the whole working class of
What must seem puzzling to the world at large is the Chinese leader- 30,000 complaints have been reAlbania supported the Cultural Revolution in China to save the country
ship, which makes such a pl ay of defending little countries against big ceived this year over the quality
from capitalist-minded usurpers, it was not for the sake of compensaant;l opposing economic discrimination against developing countries by
of shoes bought, it has been retion.
imperialist powers, should show itself in relations with Albania and
vealed that 47p in the pound you
Vietnam just such a bully itself.
pay for a shoe is BSC's pure
l\Iao Tsetung said in 1962 of the aid Albania was giving to China:
"First of all, we must thank you, because you stand in the forefront,
By cutting short aid to socialist Albania and Vietnam at a time when profit. Following a Price Commibecause you are in a very difficult situation and persistently fight to
it receives aid and credits from US imperialism and European capital- ssion investigation BSC have prodefend Marxism-Leninism." And Chou En-Lai said of aid to Albania
ism and, in turn, supplies aid and credits to such clients of capitalism mised not to put their prices up
in 1971: "We are doing our internationalist duty and it wilt be betrayal
as Mobutu, the Chinese leadership shdW's1Jia"tall the talk about being a for a year. How nice.
if we do not help you ... As the bastion of socialism in Europe, you
"third world" power itself,only concerned with the well-being of the
are fighting against imperialism, revisionism and all reaction. If we do "third world",is just so much eye-wash. The theory of the "three
not help you, we would not be internationalist communists, but traitors." worlds" was concocted long ago by reactioqary apologists for capitalism
Albania has not changed since that time. Albania is still the bastion
to conceal the reality of colonial exploitation; and the Chinese leaderCHARING CROSS Road in London
of socialism in Europe. Who then has changed!
ship uses that anti - Marxist concept for the same reason- to cover its is generally known for its secondThe niggling examples given in the Chinese note of alleged technolo- own bid for "super-power" status using the "third world" countries as hand books, its art prints and its
gi.cal waywardness by the Albanians are rejected by the letter as dispawns.
music shops. Winding gently down
tortions and fabrications. And, in any case, even if there were any
The Albanian Party of Labour promises that the Chinese note of
from Oxford Street's commercial
truth in them at all, could they serve as adequate justification of this
July 7, announcing the end of aid to Albania and the reasons for it, will glare to Trafalgar Square, it is a
one-sided cessation of economic and military aid to a country with
be published in full in ZERI I POPULLIT and hopes that their letter of curiously civillsed street. This is
which the closest and friendliest ties had existed for some time? In
July 29 will be published in RENMJN RIBAO. "The Party of Labour of
largely due to one line of 18th Ceomentioning specifically the military aid being discontinued, the Chinese Albania, the Albanian Government and people will fight to preserve
tury shops along its southeastern ~
note breached Albania's secret defensive arrangements and ran the risk Albanian-Chinese friendship, which is a friendship between peoples ... side, In the name of progress
of exposing its military situation .to the enemies of the Sociaiist RepubThey are sure the Chinese people will make a correct assessment of
these are now to be destroyed . In
lie in NATO and th~ Warsaw Pact.
the Albanian stand and will know how to judge the anti-Albanian acts of their place there is to be erected
The Chine so note n1a.kes no mention of the fact that the experts and
the Chinese leadership."
a giant new souvenir shop for the
specialists recalled have been handsomely paid by the Albanian people
The letter concludes: "Th-e People's Socialist Republic of Albania
benefit of tourists. But the reason
during their stay. No one who has ever visited Albania will believe for
and the Albanian people, under the consistent leadership of the Party
tourists come to this country is
a moment the ridiculous charge that the Albanian workers, specialists
of Labour of Albania, with comrade Enver Hoxha at their head, will
precisely because of the existence
and managers, did not have the utmost regard and appreciation for their thoroughly and honourably fulfil their historic mission for the construe- of roads like Charing Cross.
comrades who had come from China to share their technological skills;
lion of socialism by relying on their own forces, further proving to the Capitalism can't do a thing right!
and the memorial service for a Chinese comrade killed in an industrial
proletariat and all the peoples of the world the inexhaustible and
accident gave the whole country the opportunity of expressing its heart- indomitable vitality of the Marxist-Leninist ideology, which enables
felt gratitude. Still, just as happened when the Soviet revisionists
even a small country, encircled by imperialism and revisionism, as
broke off all agreements with China and Albania, the Chinese specialAlbania is, to build socialism successfully, to defend and carry it
THE recent case of a shepherd in
ists, on orders from above, either burnt or took away with them all
always ahead."
West Wales who was only paid £7
blue prints of the incompleted projects which were being built in Albania
a week and had wages arrears of
£15000, illustrates a problem
facing many agricultural workers:
Farmers are prepared to exploit
and many farmworkers simply
tolerate their miserable conditions.
While some 65 per cent of
Czechoslovakia did not follow the
let one of its minions make deals
TEN YEARS ago, on August 20,
Czechoslovakia's industrial poAlbanian example and learn to
with the US or West Germany
1968, the tanks and troops of the
tential must be diverted to making
when tt was beginning to estabstand on its own feet as a genuine
Soviet Union invaded Czechosloconsumer goods for the Russian
lish such links itself.
socialist country.
vakia, allegedly to defend socialBEFORE a company pays any tax
market, it has to buy, at greatly
The Russian invasion of
Sl nee the invasion little news
ism, but in reality to protect
to the Government an allowance is
inflated prices, Soviet products
Czechoslovakia had nothing whathas come out of Czechoslovakia
Russian imperialist interests.
given to cover the cost of replacing
it does not need or which it could
ever to do with the protecting or
of workers' struggles. The BriAs our Party statement issued at
machinery as it wears out. It has
buy more cheaply elsewhere.
restoring of socialism. The
tish press and media in general
the time stated:been
recently revealed by the
very people who had destroyed the are only interested in the enemies Most dangerous of all, it has
"\Vhat the Soviet leadership
Bank
of England that this tax alBolshevik state were not likely to
of socialism, the so-called chRm- been sucked into Russian military
is defending in Czechoslovalowance, coupled with 'investment
plans and has little room for mastart rebuilding it in Czet::hoslopions of human rights, Charter
kia is- nol socialism, but the
grants' from the Government,
noeuvre.
vakia even if it were possible to
77 and the like. These are nothpolitical, economic and
amounted in recent years to more
ing more than capitalists and those
Tied militarily and economimilitary subordination of
build socialism from outside,
than the total investments made by
who want to take back Czechoslova - cally to the Soviet Union, the only
certain countries in Eastern
which it is not. The mighty Red
the whole of the private sector
kia to private capitalism under
hope for the working class of
Europe - the system whereArmy could not be used to export

Sov iel invasion of Czechoslovakia len years on

by the Soviet Union controls
the trading relationships of
these countries for its own
imperialist advantage, thus
turning them into satellites."
Czechoslovakia had stopped being a socialist country long before
the invasion. The dismantling of
socialism had started under
Novotny. Dubcek was more naked
ln his revisionism and his desire

revolution during the great days
of Lenin and Stalin as socialism
is not an exportable commodity
but must be fought for within
each country by its working class
and its allies.
The Russian army of 1968, an
arm of Russian imperialism
and the Warsaw Pact, invaded
Czechoslovakia to suppress the
people and prevent them from

US domination.
But there t·s resistance- not
on a large scale as yet -which
is anxious to free the country
from the ever-growing stranglehold of Russian imperiallsm.
Under the pretext of Integrating Eastern Europe the Russians
have developed bilateral arrangements which were less than 20 a
decaJe ago but now have risen

Czechoslovakia is revolution. Not
the spring of 1968 which was nothing more than a call to restore
bourgeois capitalism, but October
1917 should be their clarion call.

Albania stands all alone, the
only socialis: state In Eastern
Europe with neither Soviet tank
nor Chinese gun to protect her,
but she has the most Important
weapon of all - a united peoole

..

put together.

LAST year's increase in tuition
fees for students is having its desired effect. Hnving put up the
fees for postgraduates from £182
to £750 the number of students
going on to postgraduate study

has dropped by 5 per cent in a

